	
  

PRESENTATION
Laure Caucheteux Slabiak, musical director
Paris New York Odessa was born from my desire to tell a story; the story of a journey, a transmission, a
migration... especially the migration of Eastern European Jews to France and the United States, from
approximately 1905 (after the Odessa pogroms) until 1924. The history of a departing heritage... And this
musical epic would merge the immigrant musics, called "eastern musics" - classical, traditional and
contemporary - and the ones that came from there - Jazz and Broadway music - by revisiting them thanks
to modern arrangements.
I have asked Olivier Slabiak (aka OS69, violinist, electro music composer and founder of the Yiddish and
Gypsy music band Les Yeux Noirs) to write the arrangements (for computers, amplified instruments, solo
and polyphonic voices) and to propose original compositions from Yiddish texts. I have also asked singers
who had a classical training like me and would be able to interprete arranged classical melodies – like
Shostakovich’s, a composer strongly influenced by Eastern European Jewish music - or airs from the Jewish
liturgy, and who were also ready to explore new sounds like pop music, jazz or electronic music.
And so on stage, in Paris, is told the great story of Jewish music migration, from Odessa to New York, in
our specific artistic youth musical language.

DIRECTION
Louise Moaty
In order to travel musically and visually through the itineraries of this migration which marks the 20th
century and resonates so strongly with current events, I wanted to revisit the « show » form to make it a
place of sharing and exploring.
The musicians are invited to immerse themselves in the interviewes made by George Pérec and Robert
Bober with Eastern European Jews who emigrated to the United States before World War II, and with
Pérec’s poems from his book Ellis Island Revisited: Tales of Vagrancy and Hope. Short excerpts which give
rythm to the show in the form of intimate speaking on the microphone or, on the opposite, of loud musical
proferation. These voices rise from the past, resonating with the migratory issues of today and lead us to
question the will to travel, its reality, its phantasmagoric aspects.
On the set, bodies and voices are playing their parts on a basic scheme : a world map on which are live
projected film extracts and photographic archives (transatlantic images, family pictures, arrivals on Ellis
Island in comparison with images of migrants in the newspapers today). The letters PNYO lit « Broadway
style » are lifted up in the last part of the show, as a mirror of the story told by Pérec about the chalk marks
that were performed on the migrants shoulders when they first arrived to Ellis Island.
Texts and images mark out the show, which becomes for the musicians a space between memory and
becoming, where closeness and foreignness, elsewhere and intimacy are questioned. Ancient voices
resonate with ours, places suddenly reflect strongly the migrant crisis of today, like pieces of a broken
mirror.

EXCERPT – ELLIS ISLAND, poem, George Perec (1980)
« (…) Why do we tell those stories ?
what are we looking for here ?
what are we asking for ?
(…)
What I, George Pérec, came here to investigate,
is wandering, dispersion, diaspora.
Ellis Island is for me the exact place of exile, meaning the place of no place, nowhere.
Consequently these images concern me, fascinate me, involve me (…)
Ellis Island is not a place exclusively for Jews
It belongs to all those who were pressed out of their homeland by intolerance and misery
At a time where boat people still wander from an island to the other, looking for more and more
improbable refuges, it could have seemed ridiculous, futile or sentimentally complacent to be willing to tell
these older stories
But by doing it, we were certain that we made two words resonate, two words that were in the very heart
of this long journey : these two soft, invisible, unstable and fleeing words, that are constantly passing their
flickering lights from one another, and that we know as vagrancy and hope. (…) »

ON STAGE

Paris New York Odessa is intended to be a « variable geometric » ensemble, a sort of collective in which
each artist brings his/her skills, identity and creativity, with a minimum of 4 musicians on stage (2 singers
and 2 instrument players) and maximum not yet reached of guests ; a fluctuating number according to
meetings, availability and available space in the places where the show will be performed. In addition, 1
sound engineer and 1 light engineer / stage manager.
-Artists featured in the 2015 creation, at the Festival d’Île de France :
OS69 (Olivier Slabiak) – electronic programmation, violin, guitar, vocals
Laure Slabiak – vocals, percussions, ukulele
Ivica Bogdanic – keyboards, accordion, percussions, ukulele
Marine Beelen – vocals, percussions
Anne Lou Bissières – vocals percussions, cello
Adrien Crapanzano – sound engineer
Christophe Naillet – light engineer and stage manager
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Laure SLABIAK – vocals, musical director
As an opera singer, Laure Slabiak followed the teachings of Jacqueline Bonnardot, Regina Werner
(Hochschule in Leipzig) and Bernard Roubeau and advice from Françoise Tillard (Master's degree in "Art of
Recital" in Sorbonne University), Irène Kudela, Agnès Mellon, Susan Manoff... Contralto, her tastes and
vocal personality led her to sing a lot of ancient/baroque, profane or sacred music, especially Italian and
German (Vivaldi, Monteverdi, Bach, Schütz, Buxtehude etc.). Maybe because of her Eastern European and
German roots, she developed a certain penchant for Lieders from Schubert, Mahler, Mussorgsky,
Shostakovich, Dvorak ; Lieder that she sang on stage and rearranged in some of her shows. During her
lyrical singing years, she worked with conductors such as Vincent Dumestre (Poème Harmonique), Peter
Kooij, Patrick Cohen-Akénine (Les Folies Françoises), Laurence Pottier (Athénaïs Ensemble), Simon Pierre
Bestion or Jérémie Rohrer (she was one of the Carmélites in Poulenc’s Dialogues des Carmélites in Théâtre
des Champs-Elysées in 2013). She also likes the contemporary creation which allowed her to play in France
and in the United States and to share the stage with the pianist Shani Diluka and/or with the violinist of
yiddish and gypsy music, Olivier Slabiak (the band "Les Yeux Noirs"), for some concerts organized by the
french radio, France Musique, between 2009 and 2010. On february, 2016, she had the pleasure to be a
part of a modern opera creation, AMOK (libretto and direction by Orianne Moretti, music by François
Cattin) where she created the part of l’Amie on the national premiere in the Opéra de Reims and in
Théâtre de la Chaux-de-Fonds. This enlighting and rewarding project marked a decisive change in her
career and encouraged her to follow her own path. Since then, she has been focusing on her hybrid, pop,
experimental creations including Paris New York Odessa and BlauBird.

Louise MOATY – director, scenograph
As a director she likes exploring relationships between theater, music and plastic arts through big or small
forms and in various registers. Operas : La Petite Renarde Rusée by Janacek with TM + (2016), Der Kaiser
Von Atlantis by Ullmann and Kien with Ars Nova (2014), Venus and Adonis by Blow (2012), Rinaldo by
Haendel with Collegium on 1704 (2009); Smaller shows : Le journal d’un disparu by Janacek for the Arcal
(2016), shows of the French/Brasilian singer Dom la Nena (2013 and 2015), This is not a dream, Magic
lantern for Satie/Cage with the pianist Alexei Lubimov (2014), Les mille et une nuits with the ensemble La
Rêveuse (2011), La lanterne magique de Monsieur Couperin with Bertrand Cuiller (2010) currently on tour
with Violaine Cochard.
As an actress she also trained in singing and trapeze, and studied for a Master's degree of theatrical
studies in Paris III University. She plays for Eugene Green, Clément Postec, Nicolas Vial, Perrine Mornay,
Alexandra Rübner, Jordi Savall… Her theatrical fraternity with Benjamin Lazar led her to often collaborate
to his directions, or to play for him : recently, she played the part of Leah in his direction of Dibbouk, by
Shalom An-Ski (2015). In 2016, she creates her own company Mirages, with which she directs Paris New
York Odessa.
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Olivier SLABIAK (aka OS69) – arranger, composer, violin, guitar, electronic music
Trained on the violin (1st prize of the Royal Academy of Brussels), Olivier cofounded the Gypsy and Yiddish
band Les Yeux Noirs (www.lesyeuxnoirs.net) with his brother in 1992, with which he recorded 8 albums (the
latest one, Tsiganeasca was released in November, 2010). During this journey through the heart of his
Jewish Eastern Europe roots, Olivier developed a taste for electro sounds and started mixing traditional
and modern pop electro acoustic sonorities.
This reappropriation of an old repertoire fascinates him : merging sounds and universes, bringing modern
rythms on a traditional air, sampling electronic music on a melody... At that time he creates his electro
« double » : OS69 for whom he composes several tracks that are featured in Paris New York Odessa. In
2008, he founds and composes in the french band L&O, whose album has been selected for the Adami
Prize and in the globalFEST of New York (USA tour). He also composes for cinema and television. Since
2016, he dedicates himself to personal projects among which Paris New York Odessa and BlauBird.

TRACKS
BELZ – traditional yiddish song, recorded sample (voice : Bernard Chesneau)
ARUM – composed by Olivier Slabiak
TCHIRIBIM TCHIRIBOM – traditional yiddish song , new arrangements
LOMIR ZIKH IBERBETEN –traditional yiddish song, new arrangements
KINDERYORN – traditional yiddish song, new arrangements
CHAGALL / HORA – instrumental composition by Olivier Slabiak
THE LAMENT FOR THE DEAD CHILD – melody from the “ The Jewish Songs ”, opus 79 by Dmitri
Shostakovich, new arrangements
ON LEVOUCH – composed by Olivier Slabiak
ANIA – instrumental composition by Olivier Slabiak
KADDISH – composed by Itaï DANIEL - new arrangements by Olivier Slabiak
PAPIROSN – traditional yiddish song, new arrangements
YOU’D BE SO NICE – composed by Cole Porter
IVAN – traditional russian gypsy song, new arrangements
KALIETCHIKI – traditional russian gypsy song
WIEGALA – composed by Ilse Weber in Terezin for the children in the camp
DORT IZ MAYN MAME – classical yiddish song , new arrangements
MOYDE ANI – traditional yiddish song, new arrangements
PUT THE BLAME ON MAME – by Allan Roberts and Doris Fischer, composed for the movie Gilda, new
arrangements by Olivier Slabiak
THAT WONDERFUL GIRL OF MINE – yiddish song, sung in english by Al Jolson
IKH HOB DIKH TSUFIL / I LOVE YOU MUCH TOO MUCH – yiddish song from the musical The Barrel
Organ Player composed by Alexander Olchanetsky – Lyrics by Chaim Tauber. The Andrew Sisters made
the english lyrics and version of the song famous.
BEI MIR BIST DU SHEYN – popular yiddish song, originally titled Bei Mir Bistu Shein by Jacobs Jacobs
(lyrics) and Sholom Secunda (music) for a yiddish musical, I Would if I Could, (Men Ken Lebn Nor Men Lost
Nisht). New arrangements by Olivier Slabiak
ROJINKES MIT MANDLEN – traditional yiddish song

PARIS NEW YORK ODESSA IN PICTURES
August 1-8th, 2015 : Abbaye de Royaumont

October 1st, 2015 : Théâtre de la Coupe d’Or, Rochefort

October 3rd, 2015 : Théâtre Firmin Gémier La Piscine, Châtenay-Malabry. Festival d’Île de France

October 3rd, 2015 : Théâtre Firmin Gémier La Piscine, Châtenay-Malabry. Festival d’Île de France

	
  

2015-2016 DATES
October 1st, 2015 : Season opening at Théâtre de Rochefort
October 3rd, 2015 : Théâtre La Piscine de Chatenay Malabry, Festival d’Île de France
October 7th, 2015 : Théâtre de Maasmechelen, Belgium
March 11th, 2016 : Théâtre de Die
May 31st, 2016 : Théâtre du Château d’Eu
September 21-22nd, 2016 : Auditorium du Carreau du Temple, Paris

WEB LINKS
www.parisnewyorkodessa.com
www.parisnewyorkodessa.bandcamp.com
www.vimeo.com/laureslabiak/wiegala
www.vimeo.com/laureslabiak/pnyofif
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From Crimea to New York and Paris, from memories to detours, from today to tomorrow,
unsuspected visual landscapes and soundscapes emerge.

CONTACT
Laure CAUCHETEUX SLABIAK – musical director
+33 (0)6 78 01 09 94
laureslabiak@gmail.com
parisnewyorkodessa@gmail.com

